
Verifying the ACIS Contamination Model with 1E0102.2-7219Joseph M. DePasqualea, Paul P. Pluinskya, Alexey A. Vikhlinina, Herman L.Marshallb,Norbert S. Shulzb, Rihard J. EdgaraaHarvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysis, 60 Garden St, Cambridge, MA, USA;bMIT Center for Spae Researh, 77 Massahusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA, USAABSTRACTThe low-energy sensitivity of the Advaned CCD Imaging Spetrometer (ACIS) instrument on board the ChandraX-ray Observatory (CXO) has been ontinuously degrading sine launh due to the aumulation of a layer ofontamination on the ACIS optial bloking �lter (OBF). This ontamination layer, the result of out-gassingand o�-gassing within the observatory, introdues a new, energy dependent absorption into the ACIS response.The thikness of this layer has been inreasing with time and its spatial distribution aross the OBF has beenontinually hanging with time. We utilize multiple observations of the SMC Supernova Remnant 1E0102.2-7219to verify the models for the spetral, temporal, and spatial dependene of the ontamination layer. We also usethis soure to investigate ross-alibration between the front illuminated (FI) and bak illuminated (BI) CCDs.1E0102.2-7219 has a soft, line-dominated spetrum whih is very sensitive to the additional absorption of theontamination layer. The extensive alibration observations of 1E0102.2-7219 over the ourse of the mission atseveral di�erent loations on the ACIS Imaging (I) and Spetrosopy (S) arrays allows for a veri�ation of thetemporal and spatial dependene of the ontamination model.Keywords: Chandra, spae missions, ontamination, CCD alibration, low energy sensitivity1. INTRODUCTIONAs of 23 July 2004, the Chandra X-ray Observatory (CXO) has been in Earth orbit for 5 years, and has observedover 4300 astrophysial soures. As one of NASA's Great Observatories, Chandra ontinues to provide some ofthe most exquisitely sensitive X-ray observations to the astronomial ommunity. Maintaining aurate alibra-tion of Chandra's instruments is of paramount importane to the observatory's mission.The ontamination of the ACIS OBF, �rst notied in late 1999,1 has been the main fous of reent al-ibration e�orts. Marshall et al. have shown that, using high resolution spetrosopy of bright soures takenwith the Chandra Low Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer (LETGS), an aurate determination of theomposition of the ontaminant an be made by analyzing absorption edges.2 Gratings data have shown that theontaminant is largely omprised of arbon, with smaller amounts of O and F. Figure 1 shows the obvious e�etsthat this ontamination layer has had on the measured ount rate of E0102 on the I3 and S3 hips. The delinein ount rate over time in both plots is indiative of a ontinually growing ontamination layer, while the on-sistent node-to-node variations seen in the I3 �gure learly illustrate the spatial dependene of the ontamination.Utilizing the gratings data and External Calibration Soure (ECS) data, Vikhlinin has developed a model ofthe ontaminant, inorporating temporal, energy and spatial dependenies. The ECS data, being taken at moreFurther author information: (Send orrespondene to J.M.D.)J.M.D.: E-mail: jdepasquale�fa.harvard.eduCopyright 2004 Soiety of Photo-Optial Instrumentation Engineers.This paper was published in High Energy Detetors in Astronomy, Andrew D. Holland, Editor, Proeedings of SPIE Vol.5501, p. 328, and is made available as an eletroni reprint with permission of SPIE. One print or eletroni opy may bemade for personal use only. Systemati or multiple reprodution, distribution to multiple loations via eletroni or othermeans, dupliation of any material in this paper for a fee or for ommerial purposes, or modi�ation of the ontent ofthe paper are prohibited.



Figure 1. The left panel shows the E0102 ount rate (0.1 - 2.5 keV) at eah observation on I3; the same plot is shownon the right panel for S3 E0102 observations.regular intervals, and at more loations than gratings data, are a natural soure for examining the spatial andtime dependene of the ontamination layer. As detailed in Vikhlinin's internal CXC memo,3 the ratio of theECS spetral line uxes of Mn+Fe L and Mn-K� should be time independent, as they are derived from the samesoure. The ount rate at the L-lines (around 0.67 keV) is severely a�eted by ontamination, while the Mn-Kline (around 5.898 keV) is not. Measurements of the hange of the L/K ratio provide insight into the optialdepth of the ontaminant at low energies in time and position.In this paper, we investigate the �delity of the urrent Chandra ontamination model by examining both itstime and spatial dependenies through analysis of ACIS-I and ACIS-S observations of E0102.2-7219. In Setion2, we detail the steps involved in spetral proessing and extration. A desription of the spetral model used inthis analysis is presented in setion 2.2, along with a brief desription of the ontamination model. Our analysismethods and results are presented in setion 3.1, along with a brief disussion of the FI vs. BI agreement.Finally, in setion 4 we summarize our �ndings and look to the future of alibration of the ACIS ontaminationlayer. 2. DATA PREPARATION2.1. Spetral Proessing & ExtrationTable 1 summarizes the dates and loations of the 62 observations of E0102 on I3 and S3 that we have used.Though the same analysis tools are utilized, ACIS-I and ACIS-S data require slightly di�erent proessing routinesdue to the fat that the CTI orretion algorithm an only be applied to the ACIS-I data. We begin proessingACIS-I data by running the CXC CTI orretion via the CIAO tool, ais proess events, on the level 1 events�le. This same tool is applied to ACIS-S data without CTI orretion. For both ACIS-I and S data, we �lterthe events �le on good ASCA grades, good time interval (gti) and hip number to reate the level 2 events�le. Vikhlinin's apply gain is then applied to the level 2 events �le to adjust the time dependene of the gain.Another CIAO tool, aisspe, is used to extrat the spetrum in PI hannels with the soure and bakgroundregions de�ned in the visualization tool, DS9. One spetral extration is omplete, Vikhlinin's analysis tools,alrmf2 and alarf, are run to ompute a new weighted rmf and an arf �le that inorporates the spatial and



time dependent ontamination model. Work is urrently underway to inlude these two analysis tools as standardproessing tools in an upoming CIAO release. The default, weighted rmf and arf reated during extration areused to ompare the test results to the default results. It should also be mentioned that in the ourse of thisanalysis, the time-dependent ontamination orretion has been inorporated into the Chandra CALDB version2.26 release; the spatially-dependent orretion is still under development.



Table 1. E0102 I3 & S3 ObservationsI3 S3Obsid Date (DOY) Y o�set Z o�set Obsid Date (DOY) Y o�set Z o�set0440 2000-04-04 -0.5 2.5 0141 2000-05-28 -1.0 2.00439 2000-04-04 -2.25 2.5 1702 2000-05-28 -1.0 -2.00136 2000-03-16 -4.0 2.50140 2000-04-04 -5.5 2.50420 2000-03-14 -7.0 2.51313 2000-12-15 -7.0 0.5 1308 2000-12-10 1.0 0.01314 2000-12-15 -4.0 0.5 1311 2000-12-10 -1.0 0.01315 2000-12-15 -4.0 2.51316 2000-12-15 -4.0 4.51317 2000-12-15 -4.0 6.51533 2001-06-05 -7.0 0.5 1530 2001-06-06 1.0 0.01534 2001-06-05 -4.0 0.5 1531 2001-06-06 -1.0 0.01535 2001-06-05 -4.0 2.51536 2001-06-05 -4.0 4.51537 2001-06-05 -4.0 6.52835 2001-12-05 -7.0 0.5 2843 2001-12-06 1.0 0.02836 2001-12-05 -4.0 0.5 2844 2001-12-06 -1.0 0.02837 2001-12-05 -4.0 2.52838 2001-12-05 -4.0 4.52839 2001-12-05 -4.0 6.52857 2002-06-21 -7.0 0.5 2850 2002-06-19 1.0 0.02858 2002-06-21 -4.0 0.5 2851 2002-06-19 -1.0 0.02859 2002-06-21 -4.0 2.52860 2002-06-21 -4.0 4.52861 2002-06-21 -4.0 6.53535 2003-02-01 -7.0 0.5 3519 2003-02-01 1.0 0.03536 2003-02-02 -4.0 0.5 3520 2003-02-01 -1.0 0.03537 2003-02-02 -0.5 0.53526 2003-08-06 -7.0 0.5 3544 2003-08-10 1.0 0.03527 2003-08-07 -4.0 0.5 3545 2003-08-08 -1.0 0.03528 2003-08-09 -0.5 0.55146 2003-12-16 -7.0 0.5 5123 2003-12-15 1.0 0.05147 2003-12-19 -4.0 0.5 5124 2003-12-15 -1.0 0.05148 2003-12-19 -0.5 0.5 5251 2003-12-24 -1.0 0.05149 2003-12-19 -4.0 2.5 5252 2003-12-24 1.0 0.05150 2003-12-19 -4.0 4.55137 2004-04-28 -7.0 0.5 5130 2004-04-09 -1.0 0.05139 2004-04-10 -0.5 0.5 5131 2004-04-05 1.0 0.05138 2004-04-28 -4.0 0.55140 2004-04-30 -4.0 2.55141 2004-04-30 -4.0 4.55142 2004-04-30 -4.0 6.5



2.2. Spetral & Contamination ModelsThe spetral model used in this analysis is omprised of a two-omponent absorption (phabs for galati andvphabs for the Small Magellani Cloud (SMC)), a thermal Bremsstrahlung for the ontinuum and 24 Gaussiansto haraterize the line emission. Data from HETG4 and XMM RGS 5 are used to identify the strongest lines inthe spetrum; line wavelengths, desriptions, and peak emissivities are taken from Astrophysial Plasma Emis-sion Database of Smith et al. (see \hea-www.harvard.edu/APEC/"). In most ases of �tting the I3 data, thenormalizations of all line energies are allowed to oat freely during �tting in the XSPEC spetral analysis pak-age, with the exeption of the 5 observations near the aimpoint of I3 where the 665 eV OVII line normalizationis onstrained to be 10 % of the 654 eV OVIII Ly � line normalization. This same onstraint was plaed onall �ts to the S3 data. The near aimpoint observations on I3 and the S3 observations su�er from degradedspetral resolution due to CTI e�ets. This added onstraint prevents the �t from plaing too muh ux in the665 eV line, whih arti�ially lowers the ux of the 654 eV line. Table 2 shows the inluded lines used in the model.Table 2. E0102 Spetral Model: Inluded Lines� (A) Energy Line Desription T of Peak Peak Emissivity(keV) Emissivity (K) photons m3 s�122.100 0.561 O7 1s2(1S0)� 1s2s(3S1)[For℄ 2:00� 106 2:31� 10�1521.600 0.574 O7 1s2(1S0)� 1s2p(1P1)[Res℄ 2:00� 106 3:52� 10�1518.970 0.654 O8 1s(2S1=2)� 2p(2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 3:16� 106 3:54� 10�1518.627 0.665 O7 1s2(1S0)� 1s3p(1P1) 2:00� 106 3:74� 10�1617.770 0.698 O7 1s2(1S0)� 1s4p(1P1) 2:51� 106 9:82� 10�1716.010 0.774 O8 1s(2S1=2)� 3p(2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 3:16� 106 4:00� 10�1615.180 0.817 O8 1s (2S1=2)� 4p (2Pn=2) [Ly ℄ 3:16� 106 1:20� 10�1614.821 0.837 O8 1s (2S1=2)� 5p (2Pn=2) [Ly Æ℄ 3:16� 106 5:24� 10�1713.700 0.905 Ne9 1s2(1S0)� 1s2s(3S1)[For℄ 3:98� 106 2:10� 10�1613.447 0.923 Ne9 1s2(1S0)� 1s2p(1P1)[Res℄ 3:98� 106 4:11� 10�1612.135 1.022 Ne10 1s (2S1=2)� 2p (2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 5:01� 106 3:36� 10�1611.560 1.073 Ne9 1s2 (1S0)� 1s3p (1P1) 3:98� 106 4:79� 10�1711.000 1.127 Ne9 1s2 (1S0)� 1s4p (1P1) 3:98� 106 1:25� 10�1710.765 1.150 Ne9 1s 2(1S0)� 1s5p (1P1) 3:98� 106 5:05� 10�1810.239 1.212 Ne10 1s (2S1=2)� 3p (2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 6:31� 106 4:27� 10�179.709 1.277 Ne10 1s (2S1=2)� 4p (2Pn=2) [Ly ℄ 6:31� 106 1:33� 10�179.314 1.331 Mg11 1s2 (1S0)� 1s2s (3S1) [For℄ 6:31� 106 5:28� 10�179.169 1.352 Mg11 1s2 (1S0)� 1s2p (1P1) [Res℄ 6:31� 106 1:12� 10�168.422 1.473 Mg12 1s 2S1=2 � 2p 2Pn=2 [Ly �℄ 7:94� 106 7:04� 10�177.850 1.579 Mg11 1s2 (1S0)� 1s3p (1P1) 6:31� 106 1:31� 10�177.310 1.696 Mg11 1s2 (1S0)� 1s5p (1P1) 6:31� 106 1:38� 10�186.740 1.840 Si13 1s2 (1S0)� 1s2s (3S1) [For℄ 1:00� 107 3:54� 10�176.183 2.006 Si14 1s 2S1=2 � 2p (2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 1:58� 107 4:95� 10�175.218 2.375 Si14 1s 2S1=2 � 3p (2Pn=2) [Ly �℄ 1:58� 107 6:80� 10�18The ontaminant is assumed to be omprised mainly of arbon, and is most likely a mixture of materialsout-gassing and/or o�-gassing from the spaeraft. The presene of F in the ontaminant may suggest thatradiation damaged, uoroarbon-based ompounds suh as Brayote 601 and Krytox, both used in Chandramehanisms, ould ontribute to the ontamination.2 The thikness of the ontaminant is ontinually hangingthroughout the mission; alibration observations have shown the time dependene of the layer as well as thespatial non-uniformity. The spatial distribution of the ontaminant mathes the temperature pro�le preditedby thermal models of the ACIS �lter.3 The ontamination layer is thiker along the outer edges of the OBFs,whih are older, and thinner in the middle of the OBFs, where the OBFs are warmer. It is assumed that the



ontaminant is only olleting on the OBFs and not on the CCDs themselves as this would introdue a hangein the CCD thermal properties suh that an operating temperature of -120 C ould not be maintained, whih isnot the ase. The absorption imparted by the ontaminant is most notable below 1 keV.3. ANALYSIS & RESULTS3.1. Analysis MethodsAnalysis of the proessed data is grouped into two general ategories, ACIS-I and ACIS-S data. The ACIS-Ianalysis onsists of evaluating spetral �t results for both the default CIAO detetor response �les, and theontamination orreted response �les. More spei�ally, we ompare data with the time-dependent gain or-retion applied to data with the time-dependent gain orretion and ontamination orretion, inluding spatialdependene. For ACIS-S data, we ompare data proessed with the default CIAO S3 QE urve and the time-dependent gain orretion applied to data with the time-dependent gain orretion and ontamination orretioninluding spatial dependene and a new prototype S3 QE urve urrently in testing.Eah data set is loaded into XSPEC with the 1st and \bad" PI hannels ignored to avoid undesirably inuen-ing the �t. The spetral model is then loaded and �t to the data allowing the line energy normalizations to oat(with the exeptions mentioned setion 2.2), as well as the SMC omponent absorption, and the bremsstrahlungtemperature and normalization. Please refer to �gure 2 for a sample spetral �t of obsid 420.

Figure 2. Sample linear plot of a spetral �t of obsid 420 taken 14-03-2000 at -7' o�-axis. The data plotted here have hadCTI-orretion and time-dependent gain applied and were �t using reponse produts generated by alarf and alrmf2.One spetral �tting is omplete, the XSPEC ERROR ommand is issued to determine the 90% on�-dene error limits. Beause the measured ux is dependent on the ount rate, the perentage error in the uxand the ount rate is the same. This an be used to obtain a rough estimate of ux error by evaluating theratio of ount rate error to ount rate and omparing to the measured ux. The di�erenes between the al-arf/rmf and the default arf/rmf �tted data are immediately apparent in the series of plots (Figures 3-5) inludedin Appendix A whih ompare pertinent spetral model omponents and line normalizations for eah observation.



3.2. ACIS-I DataIn the following setion, we refer to the set of Figures 3 to 4 found in the appendix. There are six panelsrepresenting various spetral parameters per page. The three left panels show the �t results obtained using thealarf/rmf response �les and the three right panels depit the �t results obtained using the default responseproduts. In addition to this, within eah �gure, di�erent symbols are used to denote nodes 0-3 on the I3hip and di�erent levels of grey-sale are used to denote approximate loation on the hip (aimpoint=blak,mid-hip=medium gray, and framestore=light gray - please refer to the omment on the �gure).3.2.1. Fitted model parameters: Brems and NHIn the middle two panels of Figure 3, one an learly see that the use of alrmf and alarf has signi�antlyredued the unertainty in the bremsstrahlung temperature. In addition to this, there appears to be a onver-gene in the spatial and nodal di�erenes of the �tted temperature value at eah set of observations. The averagevalue of the temperature has been slightly redued when ompared to the default �ts. Notie in omparing thetop two panels in Figure 3 that the bremsstrahlung normalization is onsistently higher in the orreted �ts,indiating that the absorption by the ontaminant has been aounted for in the �t. Again, the unertainties inthese normalization values have been slightly redued in the alarf/rmf �ts.The bottom two panels of Figure 3 show a striking di�erene between the default and orreted �ts of theSMC omponent neutral Hydrogen olumn density (NH). As one might expet, the default �ts show the NHontinually rising over time, presumably to aount for the inrease in absorption aused by the growing layerof ontamination. However, in the ase of the alarf and alrmf �ts, it appears that the model may be over-ompensating for absorption by the ontaminant suh that the value of the NH is onsistently zero for eahobservation.3.2.2. Fitted model parameters: Flux and O & Ne normalizationsThe �tted model ux from 0.4 to 2.5 keV is shown in the top two panels of Figure 4. The ontamination-orretedresults are again repeatedly higher than the default results. Consistent with a time-dependent growth in on-tamination, the default �ts show a derease in overall ux over time. As evidened in the alarf/rmf panel, thise�et is mitigated by the ontamination model, though the model may underestimate the ontaminant at laterepohs as there appears to be a slight derease in ux at the last four epohs.The middle panels of Figure 4 show that the ontamination model inreases the O VIII Ly � normalizationat eah observation over the default results and the normalizations are fairly uniform over time. It is not imme-diately apparent that the default �t results show a ontinuous derease in O VIII Ly � normalization over timeas would be expeted from a ontinuously inreasing ontamination layer. The Ne X Ly � normalization vs timeis shown in the bottom panels of Figure 4. The ontamination model onsistently inreases the normalizationof this line over the same observation in the default �ts. The results are largely onsistent over time and arossthe CCD, agreeing well with the ontamination time and spatial dependenies.3.3. ACIS-S DataFigure 5 in appendix A represents the same set of �tted spetral omponents as that of I3, however, the visu-alization of the data is slightly di�erent. Eah panel ontains the �t results of both the default and alarf/rmfresponse produts. In eah panel, �t results from the default response �les are denoted as \CALDB" and repre-sented in light gray. Similarly, �t results from the alarf/rmf response �les with the prototype S3 QE urve aredenoted as \CALCARF+newQE" and represented in blak. In addition, triangles are used to represent node 1on the S3 hip and squares represent node 0 (please refer to the omment on the �gure about the graysale).



3.3.1. Fitted model parameters: Brems and NHIn the top left panel of Figure 5, the use of alarf/rmf has raised the overal bremsstrahlung temperature overtime and redued the nodal di�erenes on S3 at most epohs. This parameter is orrelated with the overallnormalization of the ontinuum, so the ontamination model attempts to redue the deline seen in the defaultdata. The unertainties in bremsstrahlung normalization have been redued in the alarf/rmf �ts, as shown inin the top right panel. As absorption by the ontaminant inreases over time, the normalization of the default�tted values appears to inrease, dramatially in the ase of node 0. One an see that the alarf/rmf datagreatly redue the nodal di�erenes in the bremsstrahlung normalization.One spetral parameter that an mimik the e�et of the ontamination is the NH. The middle left panelshows how the default �ts ontinually inrease this absorption, e�etively aounting for the inreased low energyabsorption over time. Again, it an be argued that the ontamination model is overorreting for absorptionsine the best-�tted NH values tend towards zero.3.3.2. Fitted model parameters: Flux and O & Ne normalizationsThe ux versus time plot ontained in the middle right panel is perhaps one of the learest examples of thee�et of ontamination on the ACIS OBFs. Notie how the ux between 0.4 and 2.5 keV signi�antly dereasesover time in the default data. Using the ontamination model, not only has this e�et been ameliorated, butthe slight nodal di�erenes in ux have been redued as well. The slightly disrepant, inreased ux datapointaround day 1300 is an observation that was taken with a shorter frametime than the rest in this analysis. Thisredues the e�ets of pileup and results in a higher ount rate.It is in the area of the O lines between 560 and 840 eV that the ontamination model has a very large e�eton the line normalizations. The bottom left panel shows that the O VIII Ly � �ts using the ontaminationmodel are more onsistent in normalization, and less unertain than their default �tted ounterparts. The Nelines around 1022 eV are muh less sensitive to the absorbing e�ets of the ontamination layer. The bottomright panel shows the energy dependene of the ontamination model in that the Ne X Ly � �tted normalizationsusing both the default produts and the alarf/rmf produts are largely similar.3.4. ACIS-I vs ACIS-SThe apparent disrepanies between observations of the same soures made using FI and BI CCDs on ACIShave also been a fous of ACIS alibration. As an additional aspet of this analysis, a new prototype quantumeÆieny QE urve for the BI CCD S3 has been used in the generation of response �les inorporating the on-tamination model. We �nd that, with ontamination orretion applied to both FI and BI data, the prototypeQE brings some of the results of these two CCDs even loser together. More spei�ally, with all orretionsapplied, one an see in omparing the �tted normalizations of Ne X Ly � in Figures 4 and 5 that they agreerather well between the FI and BI CCDs. The OVIII Ly � �tted normalizations in the same two �gure alsoagree between the two CCDs,though node 1 on S3 appears to have a slightly lower normalization than those onI3. Taking into aount that the error bars on the ux measurements are likely underestimated, it also appearsthat the ux as measured between 0.4 and 2.5 keV on both S3 and I3 agree in the top left panel of Figure 4 andmiddle right panel of Figure 5.Though the �tted line normalizations and ux agree between FI and BI CCDs, there are notieable di�erenesin the �tted values of the thermal bremsstrahlung temperature, kT, and its normalization. It is diÆult to om-pare the �tted NH results at this point sine the model may overorret for the ontamination on both CCDs asthe NH is onsistently zero. The BI S3 CCD, whih generally reeives more inident bakground ux than its FIounterpart, shows a onsistently lower bremsstrahlung normalization but a higher �tted kT value than I3. It isknown that the ontamination model on S3, at this time, beomes unreliable below �0.5 keV. This limitation ofthe model ould have an e�et on the �tted values of the bremsstrahlung normalization and temperature. Slight
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Figure 3. This �gure ontains 6 panels of E0102 ACIS-I3 �tted spetral parameters plotted versus time. Eah set oftwo panels ompares the alarf/rmf results (left) to the default response results (right). The top two panels depit thebremsstrahlung normalization versus time, while the middle two show the kT value and the bottom two ontain the SMComponent absorption versus time. Symbols are used here to represent di�erent nodes; node 0 is represented by a square,node 1 by a triangle, node 2 by a diamond and node 3 an asterix. Graysale is used to denote approximate hip loationwith blak denoting near aim point observations, medium gray denoting mid-hip observations and light gray denotingobservations near the framestore.



Figure 4. This �gure ontains 6 panels of E0102 ACIS-I3 �tted spetral parameters plotted versus time. Eah set of twopanels ompares the alarf/rmf results (left) to the default response results (right). The top two panels depit the themodel ux from 0.4 to 2.5 keV versus time, while the middle two show the OVIII Ly � normalization versus time and thebottom two ontain the Ne X Ly � normalization versus time. Symbols are used here to represent di�erent nodes; node 0is represented by a square, node 1 by a triangle, node 2 by a diamond and node 3 an asterix. Graysale is used to denoteapproximate hip loation with blak denoting near aim point observations, medium gray denoting mid-hip observationsand light gray denoting observations near the framestore.



Figure 5. This �gure ontains 6 panels of E0102 ACIS-S3 �tted spetral parameters plotted versus time. Eah panel,however, depits a di�erent parameter with the default and alarf/rmf response results plotted in the same panel. Thetop left panel shows the �tted kT value versus time, while the top right shows the bremsstrahlung normalization versustime. The middle panels show the SMC omponent absorption versus time on the left and the ux from 0.4 to 2.5 keVversus time on the right. The bottom two panels show the �tted line normalizations versus time of OVIII Ly � (left) andNe X Ly � (right). Two symbols are used to represent the nodal loations of these observations; node 0 is represented bya square, while node 1 is represented by a triangle. Graysale is used to show the two types of response produts usedwith blak denoting the alarf/rmf results and light gray denoting the CALDB default results.


